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Chapter 1: 
A) DISCLAIMER, GUARANTEE  &  WARRANTY
Satisfaction Guarantee:
Within 90 days from delivery (usually within a few days), you will ex-
perience substantially enhanced physical and mental performance, 
and deeper more restful sleep; or your purchase price will be refund-
ed. The device must be returned in ‘like new’ condition between 30 & 
90 days. You must keep system for 30 days and seek tech support 
if no results within first 7 days. 

Warranty:
Your EarthPulse™ device is unconditionally warranted from defects 
in materials and workmanship for 1 year from delivery. 2nd & 3rd 
year repairs and shipping back to you for nominal $50 fee. 4th & 5th 
year for $75; If we can’t repair your controller at 5 years or less we 
will replace it w/ same or newer model for the above fees. Misuse or 
Water damage see Warranty page on website for details. For war-
ranty service, tech support or returns please email tech-support@
sleep-tech.com for further instructions.

If email is impossible call the most convenient number below:
Skype: SleepOnCommand  /   FAX:+1.772.539.8437   
DISCLAIMER:
PEMF research and videos contained on our website and in this and 
other printed materials are not offered to suggest or imply that you 
will achieve similar results with use of our Magnetic-Supplementa-
tion device and methods. Published studies are provided for your 
reference and research purposes only and are not intended to rec-
ommend our device as a drug or as a diagnosis for any illness or 
disease condition; nor as a product to eliminate disease or other 
medical condition. 
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Information and opinions provided by SleepTech Ltd / EarthPulse 
Tech. LLC are based upon reputably published journals and first hand 
experience. Information found and opinions expressed anywhere on 
our website, in printed materials or user documentation are never to 
be construed as medical advice. Readers should consult appropriate 
health-care professionals on any matter relating to their health. 

Our product is not intended to be used to diagnose, treat, cure or 
prevent any disease. The information herein has not been evaluated 
by U.S. Food and Drug Administration or Health Canada. Worldwide, 
there are no governmental health agencies that recognize a need 
to supplement natural magnetic fields. We make no medical claims 
regarding the benefit of our device and methods.

EARTHPULSE™ IS STRICTLY A  PERFORMANCE ENHANCE-
MENT TOOL; UTILIZING MAGNETIC-SUPPLEMENTATION PRIN-
CIPALS TO ACHIEVE BETTER SLEEP AND IMPROVED PER-
FORMANCE. EARTHPULSE™ WILL SUBSTANTIALLY IMPROVE 
SLEEP, PERFORMANCE AND VITALITY IN 90 DAYS OR YOUR 
PURCHASE PRICE WILL BE REFUNDED. 

v.5
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The Best Way to use This Manual:
Reading online allows external links to pages that provide back-
ground support for the topic. If reading offline but on computer, the 
internal links will still continue to add to your User Manual experi-
ence. By reading this manual cover to cover (eventually), you will 
improve your statistical probability of success under nearly any con-
dition. You will better able to help your friends and family under most 
conditions as well. For ease of use all links are in blue font italicized. 

See TROUBLE SHOOTING & AGITATION, if sleep is worse than 
normal; or if pain or other symptoms increase; or if you believe there 
is a hardware malfunction. 

The easiest way to objectively monitor body’s progress at the cellu-
lar level is via the Resting-Breath-Hold (RBH) test that accurately 
monitors efficiency of mitochondrial oxygen metabolism. 

It proves your cells are producing more energy from each breath 
of air. Please learn how to record your baseline RBH in the manual 
section dedicated to it linked top right. 

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS IN APPLICABLE MANUAL SECTION PRE-
CISELY FOR  A  FEW DAYS BEFORE EXPERIMENTING ON YOUR OWN. 
EXPERIMENTATION IS KEY; THIS MANUAL IS BASED ON INVENTOR’S EX-
PERIMENTATION SINCE 2002 HOWEVER YOU MAY FIND OTHER METHODS 
PROVIDES BETTER RESULTS FOR YOU. PLEASE REPORT YOUR RESULTS 
TO US TO HELP EXPAND OUR BODY OF KNOWLEDGE.

Rebate Offer:
FeedBack Form: Please fill out the 90-Day feedback form linked on 
the documents web page where you downloaded this manual (com-
plete through 90-Days) and Email or Fax back to us to receive your 
$49 rebate to your credit card / PayPal® upon its delivery to us. 
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Referral Rebates: Instruct your referral to put your name or your 
Email in the Further Instructions box during the order process and 
we will rebate their shipping within 48 hours of completing the order 
process. We will then rebate you $100 back through your method of 
purchase (C.C. or PayPal® / Xoom).Usually we can rebate your card 
up to one year then we must use PayPal®. 

B) SAFETY GUIDELINES
Do NOT operate controller at more than 12 Volts 3 Ampere DC input 
or wave-form WILL deteriorate causing more harm than good. 

Care should be followed when using any electronic equipment; es-
pecially where pets, children or water may be present. 

Due to relatively low voltage the EarthPulse is not much of a concern 
for pets and children. 

Pets chewing through cables or children placing power supply tip in 
their mouth will receive only mild electric shock. 

Safety Guidelines Continued Next Page;

Return Authorization Instructions:
Should you not be satisfied with your EarthPulse please email 
tech-support@sleep-tech.com for tech support first. If still unsuc-
cessful we will Email return instructions and required documents if 
required to ship international.

DO NOT UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES POST IT BACK TO 
INDIA. IT WILL BE HELD IN CUSTOMS, COSTING US BOTH LOTS 
OF TIME AND $$$. 
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Pregnancy:
We cannot recommend EarthPulse™ until it has been proven safe 
and beneficial for the unborn child. It could affect gestation period 
and or size of baby. Please don’t take a chance with nighttime use. 
An hour or two power-nap per day through a pillow to head is advis-
able to help support neuroendocrine function and neurotransmission. 

Heart Pacemakers, Deep Brain Stimulators and Other 
Electronic Implants
Until EarthPulse™ has been proven compatible to current state of 
heart pacer and deep brain stimulation technologies, you should not 
use the device within 12 inches of the Pacemaker, DBS controller or 
implanted lead wires.

Infants & Adolescents: 
If still in early growth phase should limit all night-exposure to air-
core electromagnet (80 gauss) through 6 inch mattress. Where mat-
tress is under 5 inches place under bed on floor with core installed 
(CROSS-POLARIZING ring removed) on cardboard box under 
box spring. Higher amplitude applied all night could influence rate 
of growth. Air-core on floor under bed or crib for infants. Child with 
stunted growth parameters should get as must amplitude as tolera-
ble. 

Hot Electromagnet:
We’ve designed the V.5’s to be beasts. 12 volts input @ 100% am-
plitude, electromagnets will get hot to palm of hand, but just warm 
to the BACK of the hand if trapped in bedding for 12 hours. Perfect 
temperature for local application of heat and PEMF.

Running controller in transportable pack results in controller running 
warmer than normal. Again, controller will be warm to the back of the 
hand after long periods of run-time inside the transportable case. Do 
NOT operate controller at more than 12 Volts DC input or wave-form 
WILL deteriorate. 
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CROSS-Polarity Ring: See Magnet Schematic

DO NOT use the Cross-Polarizing ring on large areas of damage 
(larger than internal diameter of the ring) or for nighttime application 
unless securely fixed in position with ace-type elastic bandage so 
damaged tissue fits entirely inside of ring and stays there during en-
tire night. 

If area is larger than diameter of ring simply use the sleep configured 
magnet (without the ring) either fixed in position (best) or beside/
under body part. 

DO NOT use dual-polarity ring above the neck as it gives inven-
tor headache. Use dual-polarity ring only as described in RECOV-
ER-MODE Local-Application section.

Known Parasitic Infections:
Parasites LIKE the pulsed magnetic field. If you have known parasit-
ic infection it is best to invest your money in the Bob Beck Protocol 
and return your EarthPulse™ immediately until you are recovered. 

North-Polarity: 
Traditionally, the North-Pole magnetic field is known as the therapeu-
tic field. NORTH SIDE OF ELECTROMAGNET IS POSITIONED TO-
WARD BODY AT ALL TIMES. Generally it is felt that SOUTH-POLE 
will increase inflammation and pain, while NORTH-POLE decreases 
them. 

NORTH-POLE side of coil has four “N”s on the black plastic-nylon 
enclosure. SOUTH-POLE side (SOUTH = POSITIVE) is the opposite 
side with no markings. N-S  meet at the magnet enclosure equator 
line. 

SOUTH should not be faced toward the body intentionally. Holding 
the SOUTH-POLE side in one hand while applying NORTH-POLE is 
fine provided no arthritis or other issues in that hand. 

BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS: 
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C) Brain Wave Tutorial:
1 - 3 Hz.........................................................................Delta rhythm 
3 - 7 Hz........................................................................Theta rhythm 
7 - 12 Hz......................................................................Alpha rhythm 
12 - 14.1 Hz.........................................................(Low) Beta rhythm

Unlike all other systems in this “field”, the EarthPulse™ entire fre-
quency range is under  14.1 Hz  and emphasizes known natural 
magnetic fields  by spending double time on Schumann peaks. 

Exposure to frequencies of 15 Hz and higher have been shown in 
Dozens of Animal Studies to cause negative behavioral modifica-
tion; over 20 Hz causes stress hormone production.

Delta rhythm:
Associated with deep, rejuvenating sleep; respiration, heart-rate and 
brain activity slow thereby conserving energy that can be seques-
tered for repair, hormone synthesis, memory consolidation and im-
mune function.

Theta rhythm:
Associated with lucid dreaming, sleep and other mental states where 
the mind is wandering; like dreaming, day-dreaming and imagina-
tion. Theta irregularity has been linked to several neurological dis-
ease states including; Alzheimer’s, epilepsy, Parkinson’s, MS, ADD, 
ADHD, schizophrenia, migraine, cluster and other headache symp-
toms. See Anninos and Sandyk bibliographies.

Alpha rhythm:
Associated with relaxed, calm, and meditative state. Alpha rhythms 
also occur during sleep, particularly while falling asleep and again in
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morning prior to waking. Associated with thought process and height-
ened learning. 

Low-Beta rhythm:
12 Hz - 14.1 Hz, are “normal” waking rhythm and occur during con-
centration. Associated with alert, active thought-processing state 
with no stress. Frequencies above low-Beta (15 Hz) occur when ex-
ited or fearful.

Mid to High-Beta rhythm:
More and more stress and anxiety. High Beta range associated with 
“Fight or Flight Response” and stress hormone production.

D) Benefits of Natural Magnetic Fields:
Schumann waves - the brain’s pacemaker
Compare the Schumann wave graphs below with normal healthy 
brain waves. For more on Schumann waves and Entrainment: 
http://www.ussdiscovery.com/SchumanEntrainment.htm 
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Why Bio-Magnetic Supplementation?
The modern era of electric power and telecommunications has cre-
ated an invisible, global cloud of electromagnetic pollution (EMP) 
with profound, deleterious impact on your health and quality of life. 
Microwave telecommunication fields, power lines and 50 - 60 Hz 
alternating current (AC) are the producers of the EMP and you are 
enveloped in them 24/7 with no evolutionary protection whatsoever. 

EMP is now so intense and pervasive that it drowns out the 
Schumann waves and Earth’s natural geomagnetic field in all but 
the most remote places. Humans and animals evolved in these nat-
ural magnetic fields and they are required for proper psychological, 
neurological and physical performance. EMP waveforms & frequen-
cies are foreign to the body and impair its ability to function properly. 

Just as vitamins, minerals, phytochemicals and fatty acids are es-
sential biochemical compounds that cannot be produced by body 
and must be consumed in the diet; body also requires “geomagnet-
ic vitamins” supplied by Earth’s Schumann waves and geomagnet-
ic fields to keep our mitochondria tuned properly, so cells naturally 
maintain high energetic profiles with low oxidative stress. Think of 
these geomagnetic vitamins as a tuning fork that keep our mitochon-
dria running most efficiently. 

These “geomagnetic vitamins” are modernly overshadowed and 
drowned out; replaced by higher frequency EMP that down-grade 
cell’s energetic properties and cause excess oxidative stress. 

Your body / brain are the most sensitive antenna in the natural world. 
Our pineal gland (magnetite bearing tissue) and mitochondria act 
like antenna that appear to be specifically tuned to Schumann and 
geomagnetic resonances; they are crippled in the presence of EMP. 

This is analogous to recharging a battery with the correct type of 
current. If input voltage or frequency is incorrect, the entire system 
breaks down catastrophically. Like the battery, wireless technologies 
are causing the health of the general population to break down cat-
astrophically. It’s not the only factor, but it is a critical one. 
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What you can expect is deeper more restful sleep, more vivid dream 
states, enhanced energy, better aerobic capacity, better focus, less 
mental negativity, vastly improved recuperation, and a 20%  to 40% 
increase in muscular strength and stamina respectively within 90- 
days; 10% and 20% gains in just the first 10 days! Unprecedented in 
the scientific literature; even for anabolic steroids. 

As goes oxygen metabolism, goes your overall health and vitality! 
Better oxygen metabolism slows the aging process, improves all 
physiological processes. Oxygen metabolism efficiency is tied more 
closely to health and vitality than current medical science recognizes.

The Resting-Breath-Hold (RBH) test shows how long your body 
can sustain itself on one breath of air. This is a function of oxygen 
metabolism far more so than cardiovascular health; and is direct-
ly related to mitochondrial efficiency. Although lung volume may in-
crease slightly due to improved diaphragm muscle function, lung-vol-
ume isn’t going to increase more than 5%; which is nowhere near the 
% increase you should expect to see in your RBH. 

Routine average increase of 20% in 7 days and up to 50% on aver-
age (up to 100%) over the course of 90-days! Unprecedented in the 
scientific literature,...even for EPO (blood doping). 
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Much like the battery example above, man-made EMP essentially 
robs our natural ability to generate adenosine triphosphate (ATP the 
fuel that fires all cellular processes); and subsequently interferes with 
psychological, physiological, neurological and hormonal processes. 
Body’s control and power generation mechanisms subsequently fail 
in unison. Health and vitality subsequently follow.

EarthPulse™ produces a broad spectrum of these “geomagnetic vi-
tamins”; very low-Delta, Theta, Alpha and low-Beta wave frequen-
cies; spending double time on Schumann peaks of 1.5, 2.5, 7.8 Hz 
and the geomagnetic resonance at 9.6 Hz. 



E) Importance of Nutritional Supplements
While author is of the belief that pulsed electromagnetic fields is a 
miracle worker (we guarantee it) I must be clear that PEMF isn’t 
going to allow your body to regenerate your knee cartilage, rotator 
cuff, hip, disk, whatever without proper nutritional components in the 
diet. An analogy, is trying to build a brick wall without cement. All the 
PEMF in the world isn’t going to let your body produce the connec-
tive tissue if the components are simply not there. Perhaps a better 
analogy would be to say you can’t build a brick wall without bricks. 

That being said, author was suffering from a severely degenerated 
left rotator cuff. First dislocation 15th April 1986, and last of 22 dislo-
cations somewhere in 2001. All but one surfing. On Joint Formulas 
since 1990 when chondroitin and glucosamine sulfates were first in-
troduced; a few years before commercial sales at say GNC. It helped 
a lot the first 3 or 4 years but then around 1995-96 my shoulder 
started to fail again. By 2001 I was beached (not much surfing). My 
timing and judgment was ‘off’ so I wasn’t having a good time in the 
water. Around 2001 I could barely grip, let alone swing a golf club. 
No grip strength in lead hand; and left (lead) shoulder would want to 
separate when my arm crossed my chest. Old age wasn’t looking 
very good and I was just 43 years old. 

Enter the EarthPulse™, Friday 24th May 2002; drank two mugs (as 
in large mugs) of espresso coffee at 12 noon and drove to the shop 
to pick up v.1 EarthPulse; on / off analog 9.6 Hz. 

Home and set up in bedroom by 1:30 p.m.  Pulled the window shades, 
switched the device on, said a ‘Hail Mary’ and laid down with my 
head on the magnet (about 60 gauss)  through a folded towel. 

I woke at 3:45 pm not knowing what day it was (until I saw the red 
blinking diode on device). My brain fog had vanished, I could feel 
sharper balance while walking out of bedroom and proceeded to 
mom’s pool to walk the lip of the pool like a tight rope. Balance re-
stored. In disbelief (almost) I slept 18 hours more during that 24 
hours; 12 hours the next 24; and 6 hours the next for a total of 36 
hours of sleep in 72 hours. 
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By the end of 36 hours of sleep, with no expectations of physiologi-
cal effect other than sleep I noticed the morning pain in the shoulder 
and numbness in fingertips was 90% diminished. Over the course 
of the next 3 months, the 16-year-old 22-dislocations - destroyed - 
rotator cuff completely resolved / regenerated itself. I was back to 
surfing longer sessions than I had in my 20’s; hitting 100 -200 balls at 
the range with no soreness; timing and judgment surfing better than 
ever. 14 years later my shoulder / left arm is in better shape than it’s 
been since prior to the first dislocation in 1986. 

Supplements you should get for maximum regeneration: 
Organic Sulfur has completely replaced our use of Joint Formula; OS 
is an important addition to your health regimen. Without adequate 
sulfur your body can’t regenerate tissues well. Those New World Or-
der dudes were pretty smart; they forced farmers in America to start 
using petrochemical fertilizers back in the 1950’s knowing that pretty 
soon everyone would be sulfur deficient, their bodies would break 
down prematurely, and they’d be dependent on Big-Pharma as they 
aged. This is why our great-grandparents didn’t know much about 
arthritis but our grand-parents do. I found OS researching how to 
detoxify the body from chemtrail poisons (nano metals). 

Joint Formulas (we previously used the best stuff known GLC2000 
from GLCdirect.com) work strictly on your connective tissue where 
OS is important constituent in all types of tissue regeneration. OS 
allows your body to manufacture its own glucosamine SULFATE 
& chondroitin SULFATE...in addition to building blocks of all other 
tissues. If you are over 60 or have critical issues in joint or ligament, 
you may want to use both JF & OS for a month or two before switch-
ing to OS only and feeling it out. Take it from me, OS or GLC is 
NOT going to resolve your joint issues on their own. Add our Recov-
er-Mode PEMF and you will resolve them.  If not just return your EP.

At about a rounded teaspoon per day of Organic Sulfur, my entire 
body just feels “better”. You’ll be amazed at how your hair and nails 
grow like weeds. A note of caution, do not be talked into buying MSM 
by the health food store clerk. It is NOT the same.  
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All the information you need to know about sulfur is in links below. My 
source is NaturoDoc. We make no commissions on it.  PEMF on its 
own will help considerably but cannot fully regenerate the connective 
tissues without the nutritive components in the body system. 

I add 1 level teaspoon of OS to 3/4 glass of sparkling mineral water 
so it dissolves in the bubbles as it falls though the soda, then top off 
with juice. More or less juice to taste. Is tart like lemon without the 
lemon flavor. No stinky sulfur taste / smell as you’d expect and rath-
er inexpensive. Sometimes I’ll drink 2 per day. One pound lasts me 
nearly 2 months though I’m told it should be a pound per month. I’m 
happy at this dose. I’m 155 lbs.

PEMF can create an environment where miraculous natural healing 
will occur (we guarantee it or your money back), but the nutritive 
component is just as important as the PEMF for full resolution….
please don’t try and cut corners now. Remember, you can’t build a 
brick wall without the bricks! When rebuilding body parts, make sure 
you have your nutritive components covered. 

For neurological health, you must take a calcium supplement. The 
insulation on the nerve fiber is called the myelin sheath. It depends 
on adequate calcium. The neurological system will leach calcium 
from bones to try and support itself.

Unfortunately leached bone calcium is not very bio-available in the 
nervous system and is what causes calcium deposits where you 
don’t want them. So take your Calcium and your body will rewire 
itself and you’ll protect your bones from density loss due to deficien-
cy and/or age and/or sedentary lifestyle. PEMF and a good calcium 
supplement WILL re-densify the bones (hit the worst spots direct at 
night or while sitting on the couch where you can use RECOVER if 
not able to sleep in Recover). 

The best calcium supplement we’ve found is Jarrow Labs Bone-Up. 
We take the yellow/black label version. 
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If serious neurological disorders are the issue (Alzheimer’s, Epilep-
sy, Parkinson’s, MS, others), in addition to the above recommenda-
tions, please add Coconut Oil to the diet. 3-5 Tablespoons per day to 
start then fall back to maintenance dose at your discretion. A Keto-
genic diet will also help you in your quest to triple lifespan. Sugar is a 
no-no. Especially if fighting cancer. Starve the cancer. NO SUGAR. 
Starch turns into sugar and fruits are full of it. Wean yourself off the 
sugar and you’ll live a longer, healthier and fitter life. Two to three 
pieces of fruit per day...no more. 

Ketones will work synergistically with PEMF reversing neuro disor-
ders. It tastes awesome (no need for the really expensive organic 
type but do use cold pressed Virgin which is unprocessed). A particu-
larly great program on coconut oil and ketones with Mr. Coconut, Dr. 
Bruce Fife. One should also look into the multi-level product ASEA. 
We have heard of great results adding it to PEMF for neurological 
diseases like Parkinson’s and Alzheimer’s. 

For the record, all our videos on Parkinson’s were done with no 
nutritive changes in clients whatsoever. Gizmo ate a pound of home 
cooked beef/veggies per day (18% her bodyweight) with NO supple-
ments whatsoever. That being said, take your supplements so the 
excess cell energy has all the tools it needs to complete the regen-
eration process. 
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F) Resting-Breath-Hold Test Directions:
Required as part of feedback form for $49 rebate. Quite frankly, not 
doing this test is missing the point of EarthPulse™ completely; effi-
ciency of oxygen metabolism, and thereby ATP levels and cell mem-
brane voltage potential. That’s what equals supernatural repair. 

Preparation & Oxygen Loading:
You will oxygen load by deep breathing for each RBH test for same 
time, so that each attempt is made with approximately same oxygen 
levels. Oxygen load should be precisely replicated each time to in-
sure accuracy of the RBH. Use paper and take notes. 

IT IS IMPERATIVE YOU USE CONSISTENT OXYGEN LOADING 
TECHNIQUE; same amount of time. Take the RBH test in same body 
position. A recliner chair is perfect, though you can do it in same 
comfortable chair or lying down. Please keep body position consis-
tent from test to test. 

You will need a watch or clock with a second hand nearby so you 
may view time by shifting eyes without moving body position. Mov-
ing consumes energy and will affect your RBH time. Taking test in 
different body positions will affect energy required to pump the blood 
through your system and is why you must keep position same from 
test to test for ideal accuracy. 

SIT AND RELAX for 10 minutes while watching TV or reading allow-
ing heart rate to slow.

Once you feel relaxed and heart rate is as slow as it is likely to get, 
begin oxygen loading by DEEP-BREATHING slowly. You may oxy-
gen load for 60 seconds or more; 45 seconds; 30 seconds. Whatever 
you choose, but this MUST remain same from test to test. 

Do not hyperventilate! If you feel yourself getting dizzy you are cy-
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cling the breath in and out too quickly.  If you get dizzy abort and wait 
a few minutes and O2 load again but SLOWER.

Timing Breath Hold:
At end of oxygen loading, exhale last breath as fully as possible and 
take the largest-deepest breath possible - start your time. I like to 
start right at :00 seconds so no mistakes can be made. 

Close the eyes (or not) and just relax. I like to visualize flying though 
cumulus clouds to take my mind off what I’m doing. Quite frankly I 
don’t like doing the RBH tests at all, so I try and take my mind off. 

 - clear the mind of thought;
 - don’t check time until you are ready to begin your exhale... 
this helps keep your mind in neutral;
 - the process of exhaling counts toward total time as you are 
still using the breath being timed; you’ll know when you need to ex-
hale and how fast; end time at beginning of next breath.

The exhale technique can vary from person to person; you may find 
you like to exhale a little bit at a time to rid yourself of CO2 as I do; the 
exhale process using this method may take from 20 - 40 seconds. 

Consistency enables RBH test to accurately track improvements in 
Oxygen burn rate during your lifetime. Use same methods always for 
accurate comparison from year to year. 

We suggest only one RBH test per-WEEK during the first month 
of EarthPulse™; once per-MONTH thereafter so practice cannot 
be associated with improved RBH during your 90 day trial. Once 
every 6 months after the first 3 months; once a year after the first 
couple of years. Hold-time will improve quickly the first few weeks 
and more gradually after that. RBH increases purely as function of 
mitochondrial oxygen burn rate; and should improve for YEARS.  

Inventor’s didn’t top out till year 6 at 2:42 and is currently 2:33 min-
utes  from baseline of 1:15 - 1:20 (and I’ve smoked hand roll tobacco 
since 1990) w/no aerobic exercise (but surfing); saturated blood ox-
ygen 99%. It was 96% in 2001. Low for a 40 year old after 10 years 
of tobacco. BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS: 
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CHAPTER 2: QuickStart Guide: 
A) Getting Started Sleep on Command v.5  / v.5Pro; 
Contents: 
• Sleep on Command™ v.5  or  v.5Pro controller
• power supply 100 - 240 volt AC to 12 volt DC
• one modular electromagnet (v.5) or two electromagnets (v.5Pro)
• international pin adapter for your shipping location
• padded carrying-case

1) Please complete at least one Resting-Breath-Hold (RBH) test 
according to instructions BEFORE your initial session. 

2) Plug the POWER-SUPPLY into wall outlet (100 - 240 volts AC / 50 
or 60 Hz). Use international pin adapter if required.

3) Plug power-supply cable into the large jack on back of control unit. 
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You’ll notice LCD screen lights momentarily as power is connected. 
If not, check wall outlet. 

4) Firmly plug electromagnet(s) into remaining jack(s). 

Please familiarize yourself with electromagnet schematic diagram 
so there is no confusion removing cross-polarity-ring, core & base-
plate for the initial session to be done with Air-Core magnet only. 
 

 

5) Remove Electromagnet CROSS-POLARIZING ring so your mag-
net(s) look like the Sleep configured magnet on next page with 
cross-polarity-ring removed. 

6) Press ON/OFF button; CONTROLLER boots to RECOVER 

7) Press UP/DOWN arrow buttons to scroll programs; find RECOV-
ER again and press SELECT/START to select RECOVER; LCD then 
displays TIME-REMAINING 8 Hours.

8) UP/DOWN arrows adjust TIME setting in 15 minute increments; 
Set time now for 1 hour, or up to 3 hours. Press SELECT/START 
Blue diode blinks in time with magnetic pulse. Controller is now ac-
tive at 70% amplitude.

9) UP/DOWN arrows adjust AMPLITUDE in 10% increments (only 
while active and blue diode is blinking).  Controller boots to 70% am-
plitude or approximately v.4.7 amplitude. Let your inner self guide you 
on knowing how much amplitude is comfortable during initial session 
(and during nighttime). Increase and decrease field amplitude based 
on how you feel. Some will feel 50% is enough during initial session. 
A small percentage of users are sensitive to EMF even at these low 
Infrasonic frequencies and may have to go as low as 10% at first. 

10) SELECT/ENTER BUTTON becomes RESET button when AC-
TIVE MODE; press during runtime and see controller reboots to RE-
COVER allowing new program choice without turning off. UP/DOWN 
arrows are amplitude control during runtime. 

 

BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS: 
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SLEEP
600 Gauss

CROSS-POLARITY
     local application
           750 Gauss

AIR-CORE
80 Gauss

BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS: 
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C) Testing Magnetic Output: 
1) With blue-diode blinking; Lay the fatter rounded side of the ring 
across the center of the solid electromagnet core (as shown in photo 
below);

2) Raise ring 1/4-1/2 inch (1-2 cm) above core to feel pulsing signal;

3) Move to 3/4 inch or 2-3 cm above core and it is very weak if not 
relatively unnoticeable; 

4) Use UP/DOWN arrow keys in active mode while holding ring at 
1/4 inch (1MM) position to feel amplitude change. 

At 100% amplitude, coils reach 120˚F (49˚C) at 10-hours runtime 
under feather pillow in Alert-Mode (maximum pulse rate). If this com-
pletely safe level of heat makes you uneasy, operate at lower ampli-
tude when magnet is trapped in bedding. Perfect heat for local appl.

While it may feel hot to touch on the palm side of hand, it should feel 
a bit more than warm to the back of hand. At boot amplitude (70%) it 
will be slightly more powerful than our last version (v.4.7) with little to 
no heat depending upon type of bedding and ambient temperature.

Testing magnet output
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D) Initial 1-3 Hour Session: (please do baseline RBH test)
1) Remove Cross-Polarizing ring from magnet(s); refer to magnet 
schematic;

2) Place Sleep-Configured electromagnet) with embossed “N”’s fac-
ing up on top of mattress under a soft yet thin pillow. Position your 
head to have the magnet directly below base of skull;

3) Boot controller -> RECOVER MODE; SELECT button to choose 
program; UP/DOWN arrow to set timer at 1 - 3 hours; SELECT/
START button begins program. Blue diode is blinking;

Initial session v.5Pro
Place second Sleep-Configured electromagnet on top of mat-
tress under base of spine (pad with folded towel if necessary 
for comfort); make sure CROSS-POLARIZING ring is -OFF-

4) UP/DOWN arrows adjust amplitude; once program running w/ 
head on pillow, adjust amplitude up / down for comfort;

.
5) Get comfortable with magnet position(s); Close your eyes and 
enjoy your first session;

6) This session determines if RECOVER-MODE will provide sleep or 
not. If NOT, you begin nighttime use with SLEEPEASY or SLEEP-3;

7) If you have neurological disease you should do some basic be-
fore/after tests like handwriting sample, let family member watch/
video tape your walking, getting in/out of your favorite chair, walking 
backwards, turning around, making familial circles with fingers. You 
will want to repeat this initial session with more and more amplitude 
(adding core and base) every day until you plateau your performance 
enhancement;

7a) Wait 20 minutes after completion of initial session to re-
test mobility & finger dexterity.

BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS: 
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Session Checklist; 
1)  BLUE BLINKING DIODE (ACTIVE OUTPUT);

2)  MODE-RECOVER (“R” shown on screen);

3)  BLINKING TIMER SHOWS  1HR or up to 3 HRS;

4)  SLEEP-CONFIGURED ELECTROMAGNET(S) w/ N’s” FACING 
TOWARD BODY (NO METAL PARTS);

5)  THIN PILLOW / PADDING FOR HEAD WITH MAGNET UNDER;
 
6)  SET CONVENTIONAL ALARM-CLOCK COINCIDING W/ 
CONTROLLER TIMER LAPSE;

7)  LAY DOWN ON BACK;

8)  MAGNET ALIGNED TO BASE OF SKULL “N”s FACING UP;
8A) V.5 PRO  SECOND MAGNET AT BASE OF SPINE “N”s 
FACING  LUMBAR  W/SOME PADDING AS REQUIRED;

9)  ADJUST AMPLITUDE SETTING USING UP/DOWN ARROWS 
FOR COMFORT;

10) BLINKING NUMBERS = TIME REMAINING / BLINKING “R” = 
RECOVER-MODE  /  % = AMPLITUDE SETTING;

11) RELAX, CLOSE EYES AND ENJOY YOUR FIRST SESSION.
USING UP / DOWN  ARROWS  TO ADJUST AMPLITUDE FOR 
COMFORT SHOULD YOU DECIDE YOU WANT MORE OR LESS 
AMPLITUDE DURING THE SESSION;

12) USE EYE COVERS IF ROOM IS NOT COMPLETELY DARK;
You will choose your first SLEEP-MODE based upon this initial accli-
mation session; PLEASE DO NOT SKIP IT! 
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E) Importance of Initial Session; Choosing Sleep Mode:
Choice of sleep mode for nighttime use is based upon whether or not 
you lost consciousness during the initial RECOVER-MODE session. 
This is why IT IS IMPERATIVE YOU DO THE INITIAL SESSION. 

If you lose track of time or have lucid dreams during initial session 
in RECOVER MODE, you should give RECOVER a try at night and 
then SLEEP-MODE-3 as fall-back setting if you can’t fall asleep, or if 
waking during the night. 

SLEEPEASY mode is 15 minutes of RECOVER then immediately 
into Delta-rhythm. SLEEP 3 boots to 3 Hz and thus is better for fall-
back program. 

Effects of your first ‘head-centric” RECOVER-MODE session should 
be increased focus, better balance and coordination, better hand-
eye-motor synchronization. Others might call it a “grounding” effect. 
As capillaries dilate some will hear their heart beating, or feel the 
blood coursing through their veins. 

After your session a quick look in the mirror should reveal a flushed 
face and perhaps dilated pupils. Vision and facial skin-tone returns 
to normal in 10 minutes or so.

If one is very physically / mentally weak, this initial session should 
be 3 hours long and changes in mobility and finger/hand dexterity 
should be measured before & after 20 minutes cooling off period. 
Similarly, sports-testing should give 20 minutes cooling off period.

If no sleep / lucid dreaming during initial session choose SLEEPEASY 
or SLEEP-3 as your first nighttime program. If you sleep worse than 
normal please refer to section on AGITATION  immediately follow-
ing. If some sleep or lost-time was experience, then try RECOV-
ER-MODE the first night, using SLEEP-3 as your fall-back setting.  

PLEASE DO YOUR INITIAL RBH PRIOR TO YOUR INITIAL SES-
SION as the brain is known to consume large amounts of oxygen. 

BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS: 
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F) Agitation
IF AGITATION OR RESTLESSNESS RESULTS FROM INTRODUC-
TORY SESSION THROUGH PILLOW; THE AMPLITUDE OF THE 
MAGNETIC FIELD DELIVERED TO BODY SHOULD BE MINIMIZED 
UNTIL COMFORTABLE. PROGRAMS BOOT TO 70% AMPLITUDE.
LOWER AS NECESSARY. 

AGITATION CAN TAKE SEVERAL FORMS, BUT IF ANY OTHER 
IDENTIFIABLE SYMPTOMS ARE ABSENT, SIMPLY SLEEPING 
WORSE THAN NORMAL, IS AGITATION.

Lessen field amplitude by using UP/DOWN arrows during run time. 

If 10% amplitude remains too strong, use AIR-CORE magnet only by 
removing metal housing completely. Remember, CROSS-POLARIZ-
ING RING ALWAYS REMOVED FOR GENERAL NIGHTTIME USE. 
When using AIR-CORE put amplitude back to 70% with coil under 
mattress, under lumbar area; increase or decrease power as neces-
sary. 

Other Techniques: Move AIR-CORE to under hips, or attach AIR-
CORE to side of flat pillow and place so that magnet is facing soles 
of the feet from the foot of the bed (use a 380 degree band of mask-
ing tape around pillow tape-to-tape to keep magnet positioned on it’s 
side facing soles of feet. North-pole facing feet. 

The last resort would be the air-core on the floor under bed. The 
point is, you want to find the point where you determine device is 
weak-enough / far-away-enough to have NO-noticeable effect. From 
that position, night by night or week by week use increased field am-
plitude or alternatively move coil closer to the body.  

Your short term goal is to use air-core at 100% under mattress un-
der torso and then add baseplate and LOOSE center core gradually 
tightening. Loose parts magnify field less. BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS: 
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Magnet Configuration:
Solid-core w / base-plate as shown in photo 
to right. v.5 600 Gauss / v.5 Pro two magnets 
at 600 Gauss (peak at surface of core). No 
CROSS-POLARIZING RING! Amplitude ad-
justment software allows setting down to just 
20% or up to 100% amplitude. Core can be 
loosened or removed for further reduction. 

Chapter 3: SLEEP-MODES
A) SLEEPEASY and SLEEP-MODES  1 - 4

Magnet Placement: 
During general nighttime use, place sleep-magnet under mattress 
north pole facing up toward body. Orient under known troubled ar-
eas like prostate or lumbar or hips; or if no issues under the chest/
shoulders. 

v.5 Pro: One magnet under mattress under chest/shoulders 
and one under hips under mattress (unless using one for local 
application all night).

Sleep-Mode Settings;  All programs are algorithmic running entire 
program over shorter & longer timer settings. 

• SLEEPEASY: starts at RECOVER-MODE (ALPHA - 9.6 Hz); at 15 
minutes (8 hour setting) falls quickly to 3 Hz Delta and cycles in Delta 
between 3 Hz and 1 Hz three more times until wake up phase during 
last 30 minutes of programming. 1 hour buffer runs at 14.1 Hz upon 
completion of timer to avoid sleeping through the wake up phase.

• SLEEP 1: starts at RECOVER-MODE (ALPHA - 9.6 Hz); after 15 
minutes it steps down slowly through THETA to low-DELTA, cycling
 

Device boots to 70% amplitude (roughly v.4.6 amplitude); adjust am-
plitude up / down using arrow buttons during runtime. 
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between 1 Hz and 5 Hz  3  more times during the night; w/WAKE-
UP function (RECOVER then ALERT low-BETA rhythm) w/new 1 Hr 
buffer of 14.1 Hz prior to shut down.

• SLEEP-2: starts at RECOVER -MODE, steps down through THE-
TA to low-DELTA, cycling between 1 and 3 Hz  3 more times during 
the night; w/WAKE- UP phase (RECOVER then ALERT / low-BETA) 
prior to 1 Hr 14.1 Hz buffer & shut down.

• SLEEP 3: Starts at DELTA (3 Hz), cycles to 1 Hz total of 4 times 
during the night; w/WAKE-UP phase (THETA, RECOVER, ALERT 
then 14.1 Hz buffer) prior to shut down. Use SLEEP 3 as fall-back 
setting after waking or and not falling asleep in SLEEP 1 OR RE-
COVER.

• SLEEP 4: starts and stays at 1 Hz (DELTA), shifts to 14.1 Hz for 
1 hour at end of timer. Start with SLEEP 4 only if your sleep is still 
terrible in SLEEP-3. Use SLEEP 4 as fall-back setting when waking 
and not falling back to sleep in SLEEPEASY, SLEEP-2 or SLEEP 3.

MANUAL-FREQUENCY-MODE can be used as an experimental 
sleep program by setting any frequency from 1/10 Hz to 10 Hz with 
timer setting up to 12 hours. The 1 hour 14.1 Hz buffer effectively 
becomes the wake up part of program. MANUAL-MODE also good 
for meditation experimentation. 

C) RECOVER-MODE for Sleep
RECOVER-MODE makes an excellent sleep program if sleep is not 
too bad to begin with or you are an athlete. If you did not attain sleep 
during initial session use SLEEPEASY or SLEEP-3 and intermittent-
ly use RECOVER during power naps to try to acclimate brain to it. 
The goal is sleeping in RECOVER every night, though many will nev-
er attain this. 

B) MANUAL-MODE  for Sleep

BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS: 
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D) Choosing Sleep Program Based upon Initial Session
Choosing the proper sleep program is based 
upon effect of initial exposure session. It is im-
perative you follow directions for initial ex-
posure session above. 

If you FAILED to attain some unconscious-
ness or lucid dreaming during the initial ses-
sion you should begin nighttime use with 
SLEEPEASY or SLEEP 3. 

To increase your statistical probability of success, please contact 
tech support on day 7 if desired results fail to manifest during first 7 
nights. Keep in mind MANUAL-FREQUENCY setting can be used for 
sleep. You’ll never know what works unless you try. 

E) Fall-Back Settings When Unable to Sleep
If unable to achieve sleep in SLEEP-1, SLEEP-2 or RECOVER; your 
fall-back reset should be to SLEEP-3. If unable to achieve sleep in 
SLEEPEASY, or SLEEP-3, your fall-back reset should be SLEEP-4. 
Do not use SLEEPEASY, SLEEP-1 or SLEEP-2 as any fall-back set-
ting as they boot at RECOVER.  Use SLEEP-3 or SLEEP-4.

If waking in middle of night and unable to fall back to sleep, use 
SLEEP-3 when waking in SLEEP-1 or RECOVER.  SLEEP-4 when 
waking in SLEEPEASY, SLEEP-2 or SLEEP-3; or MANUAL-MODE 
set to below 1 Hz if waking in SLEEP-4. Be sure to set timer again 
on your fall back reset so you get benefit of wake-up programming 
in morning. 

If you find the first 10 minutes of SLEEPEASY too energizing then opt 
to start your nighttime use with SLEEP 3 that boots to Delta rhythm 
(3 Hz).

This is pretty subjective, because there is no magic formula. You’ll 
have to find what works best for YOU.  

BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS: 
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F) Electromagnet Placement for Sleep
 F1) Under Mattress ring - OFF - :
Orient magnet coil “N”s directed up toward body 
under torso; or under affected body part from 
under mattress. This works especially well to re-
duce nighttime toilet trips when under mattress 
under pelvis

 F1a) v.5Pro: One magnet under hips, One magnet under 
shoulders; both under mattress; alternatively one magnet can be 
placed under pillow once or twice a week for added endocrine ben-
efit or recover issues in brain more effectively during the night. 

F2) On Top of Mattress; Dual Polarity Ring - OFF - :
When magnet on top of mattress; lay with body part adjacent to the 
coil or tape to side of pillow so it is facing toward the body part hori-
zontally from side or purchase foam topper so body part is hovering 
1-2 inches  above the magnet; or lie on top of coil directly; or use 
Ace® type elastic bandage to fix the coil in place (far better) where 
elbows, knees, shoulder, feet, hip is concerned. Run magnet cable 
out the side of bed/covers placing controller on the floor beside bed.

Use favorite SLEEP-MODE or RECOVER-MODE. Normally when 
severely injured or sick, RECOVER will provide several short 2-3 
hour sessions of sleep throughout the day / night and then switch to 
SLEEP-MODE during nighttime. If lying next to or on top of magnet, 
place magnet under bottom sheet so it stays oriented “N’s” facing to-
ward body and doesn’t flip over during night. It will get HOT at 100% 
amplitude; use cotton sock to cover magnet if in bed with you.

Nearly 24/7 use yields surprisingly good results on critical injuries. 
This is in contrary to what R.O. Becker determined as 8 hours -ON- 8 
hours -OFF- as most effective cycle for electric-stimulation. Be sure 
to read HealingStories.pdf on the documents home page where you 
downloaded this Manual. 
 BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS: 
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F3) Dual - Polarity Ring -ON- for Nighttime Use
Dual-Polarity-Ring is designed to be used 
only when  damaged tissue fits inside of the 
diameter of the ring. Positioning should be 
kept very stable when ring in use. Ace-type 
elastic bandage can fix into place and will 
also trap heat for synergistic effect. 

Wrap damaged area with one layer of elas-
tic bandage for padding then wrap remain-
der of bandage in many layers over top of
magnet to keep in place and trap heat. Set in favorite SLEEP-MODE 
or alternatively RECOVER MODE. Set amplitude to 100% to achieve 
maximum heat and maximum magnetic field. If heat is too much to 
handle reduce amplitude. 

Bone Break / Tendon Tear: fix to caste / fixation device with DUAL- 
POLARITY RING -ON-  so that center core is ‘aimed’ directly into the 
injury. South-Pole will radiate in a fairly large perimeter around the 
North-Pole field when raised above the tissue an inch or two (due to 
the fixation device). 

Think of holding flashlight/torch very close to an object then pulling 
the flashlight back further away from the object. The further away you 
get from the target, the larger the circle of illumination. Same with the 
North Pole center polarity and the South-Pole circle encapsulating it. 

At one inch above the injury site, diameter of North Pole field will be 
approximately 1.5 diameters wider than the coil itself. It gets wider 
and wider the further away from the target tissue. Do not use the 
DUAL-POLARITY ring above the neck or under the mattress. 
 

F3a) v.5Pro  Local  NIGHTTIME  Use
Generally, author leaves two magnets under mattress; one 
under mattress near hips and second magnet under mat-
tress under chest. 

BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS: 
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The chest-coil moves to under pillow (to say, avert hang-over); placed 
under shoulder, against neck, or attached for example to hand or 
elbow during night with Ace-Bandage. Where local application is 
sought for lower body, the coil under hips would move adjacent to, or 
attached to knee or ankle or foot or lumbar area for local application. 

If sleeping on side, against the vegus nerve / jugular vein is efficient 
way to deliver signal to the brain. This is author’s favorite position 
on those occasional nights where falling asleep is taking more time 
than normal. 

If damage is below the waist, one magnet stays under mattress under 
chest and the other magnet that is normally under the hips is Ace® ban-
daged with DUAL-POLARITY ring  -ON- (or -OFF-) to hip, knee, ankle 
or foot; or simply placed adjacent to the target area with DUAL-POLAR-
ITY ring -OFF-. It can also be placed under lumbar in contact with base 
of spine if curvature is enough to do so comfortably; or use thin padding. 

When placed in bed without fixation it is prudent to place under 
bottom sheet so it doesn’t flip over during the night. 

Two magnets may be ace bandaged to same body part for added 
effect. Arrange two magnets at 90 degrees in relation to each other 
where possible; vs. from opposite sides.

BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS: 
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Appendix 1: EXPERIMENTAL USES 
1) Local Use RECOVER - MODE (9.6 Hz): 
The published scientific literature contains a strong correlation be-
tween 10 Hz and accelerated healing; more so than any other fre-
quency of the nearly infinite spectrum of frequencies. 10 Hz has 
more than its fair share of published, peer reviewed research on mi-
tochondrial related effects. These key 10 Hz studies can be viewed 
on our website through this link.

1a) Understanding the Cross-Polarizing Ring and metal-parts: 
see diagram in QuickStart chapter
Use Cross-Polarizing ring only where all damaged tissue fits 
inside the diameter of the ring.

Metal magnet housing parts are made from a special hard, 
very high ferrous steel for maximum coil energy amplification. 
The hard steel accumulates magnetism and over the first min-
utes of run-time becomes a relatively strong static magnet with 
pulsed field pulsing through it. Very effective applied locally. 

Full 100% power setting will provide nice local source of heat that 
works synergistically with the pulsed electromagnetic field. When my 
lumbar gives me trouble I lay directly on the magnet with no padding 
whatsoever but for the bottom sheet and enjoy the heat. 70%-80% 
amplitude will produce little to no heat. 100% power produces quite 
a bit however body will act as a heat sink absorbing quite a bit and 
allowing coil temperature to remain low. If not attached to body, cov-
er with a cotton sock to shield body from heat as bedding does not 
absorb much and metal housing will get hot. 

Whether DUAL-POLARITY RING is -ON- or -OFF- use whatever 
program gives you the best sleep. That being said, if critically injured, 
RECOVER-MODE usually provides sleep in many 2 hour segments 
throughout the day / night. If not, use your favorite SLEEP-MODE. 
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Addition of Cross-Polarizing Ring boosts North-Pole field at 
core surface 100+ Gauss to total 800 Gauss.

Cross-polarizing ring is South-Pole static-field field w/ a pulsed 
south component expanding and contracting from its edge at 
about 150 G. The edge of the ring (part that would be direct-
ed toward body) has the strongest south field and the only 
area on the magnet where there is PULSED South-pole. The 
sides of the cross-polarizing ring and the base-plate are static 
South-pole field at about 100 G. 

Ring edge pulses South-pole field into the healthy tissue sur-
rounding damage ones, polarizing healthy tissue and fluids to 
South-Pole, while North-Pole of electromagnet polarizes dam-
aged tissue to North using a relatively strong 800 Gauss field; 
thereby speeding exchange of fluids (inflammation process) 
due to the influence of magnetic attractive forces. A magnetic 
“pump” so-to-speak. The extra North-pole power helps too. 

You’ll notice the base plate extends up to the N - S  equa-
tor line of the coil. This traps nearly all pulsing south field, 
and by induction that entire baseplate becomes a south static 
field. About the only thing known that shields a pulsing field is 
ferrous sheet-metal. It “traps” the magnet field. The EP goes 
through faraday materials that normally stop cell phone sig-
nals cold. Only use the Cross-Polarizing Ring when applied 
locally and secured in perfect position. 

2) MANUAL -FREQUENCY - MODE (1/2 Hz - 14.1 Hz):
With MANUAL FREQUENCY MODE you are free to experiment 
sleeping / meditating with any one particular frequency. It may be 
one of the Schumann peaks at 1.5 Hz. or 2.5 Hz or 7.8 Hz; or 10 Hz 
(or any choice in between .5 and 14.1 Hz). At end of timer device 
shifts up to 14.1 Hz and will run for 1 additional hour to help you 
wake.  Select MANUAL-MODE, set  time, choose frequency to 1/10 
Hz specificity, hit START button to begin run time. Up / Down arrow 
becomes amplitude setting once device is in active mode. 
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3) ALERT - MODE (12 - 14.1 Hz): 
Alert mode allows you the option to use the de-
vice  while working or driving to help maintain 
alert state while fighting muscle tension and 
fatigue.  For use where  RECOVER-MODE 
makes you drowsy but you can’t afford to be. 

Use ALERT for EMF protection; as an inter-
ruptive signal to help protect you where you
must use your laptop in WiFi mode, or all day
at the office. Simply place magnet on floor and rest alternate feet on 
top of magnet, or at base of chair just touching your tail-bone. With v.
5Pro place both the magnets on floor for feet or one on floor and one 
at tip of tail bone. Do not use above solar plexus level (on back of 
chair for example near neck) as signal will have tendency to interfere 
with and slow down reaction time even though set in ALERT.  ALERT 
MODE running near head/neck still makes us drowsy.

though not recognized by scientists as Schumann peaks...HUH?)

You will notice by these Schumann charts immediately below that all 
these frequencies are indeed part of the Schumann spectrum and 
the 1.5 & 2.5 Hz. peaks are higher than 14.1 Hz (that IS a “recog-
nized” Schumann peak). Once dropping to 1 Hz the program begins 
to climb back up, pausing on Schumann peaks 1.5 Hz, 2.5 Hz, 7.8 
Hz, 9.6 Hz and shuts off when reaching 14.1 Hz. It is designed for 
power napping and neurological issues not responding to Recover. 

4) ENTRAINMENT-UP: 
Entrainment programs (ENTRAIN UP & 
DOWN) were designed to hit each frequency 
in the device’ range in 30 minutes to an hour. 
Timer is limited to one hour. ENTRAIN-UP 
begins at 9.6 Hz then steadily slows to 1 Hz 
pausing on 7.8 Hz (largest Schumann peak) 
and 2.5 Hz & 1.5 Hz (peaks in Schumann

BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS: 
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ENTRAINMENT-UP and ENTRAINMENT-DOWN DO NOT have the 
1 hour 14.1 Hz ‘buffer’. 

One may use either the weak AIR-CORE or more powerful 
SLEEP-CONFIGURED MAGNET (once acclimated) with core 
screwed tightly into base for maximum amplitude. No Dual-Polarity 
Ring near the head. Dual polarity ring near head gives the inventor 
a headache. 

5) ENTRAINMENT-DOWN: 
Entrain-Down is used as an alternative to 
using SLEEP-MODE programs where, for 
whatever reason, user does not wish to be 
exposed to EarthPulse™ signals all night. It 
runs for 1 hour beginning at 9.6 Hz and shuts 
off when reaching 1 Hz. 

Like ENTRAIN-UP it pauses on known Schuman resonance peaks 
7.8 Hz, 2.5 Hz & 1.5 Hz on its way to 1 Hz. 

This program was designed for use where RECOVER-MODE direct 
to base of skull is not producing desired effect. One should note if 
any particular speed of blinking diode (representing the output pulse 
repetition rate) during ENTRAIN-MODES produces a beneficial ef-
fect more so than others, use MANUAL-MODE to target that fre-
quency in subsequent sessions to achieve desired effect.

BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS: 
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6) ATHLETIC-PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT
Regardless of which program you have to use for best sleep, ergogen-
ic effects should be recognizable within 7 days. RECOVER-MODE 
may be 20% more ergogenic than SLEEPEASY or SLEEP-1, 2 or 3. 

We like to have our clients take 7 days to sleep and rest with RE-
COVER-MODE or favorite SLEEP-MODE while taking a week off 
from training. 

Then hit the gym, the track, the road, the pool... like a madman. In 
the gym, train at same resistance levels as the week prior and count 
the increased reps per set. Expect a routine 20% more reps per set. 
The next workout, add resistance to test your peak strength. You 
should find you’re able to lift 10% more weight for same number of 
reps (1-3 reps). 
 
Outside the weight room; how you judge your improvement is as 
varied as there are sports, or just climbing stairs, or if in really bad 
shape, simply how far you can walk before you need to rest. Today is 
the first day of the rest of your life!
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7) PETS
In addition to pets getting benefit 
sleeping beside you in bed at night 
(if you allow that), during the day 
set timer for 12 hours and place 
sleep configured magnet under 
your pets’ favorite resting place. 
If very small pet you can cut the 
field amplitude using UP / DOWN 
arrow buttons. If issue is in hind 
quarters place on side more likely 
to be under that body part. If small 
dog or cat just center it under the 
cushion where they like to lay. Mo-
bility where lacking, will improve in 
2-3 days! No possibility of place-
bo effect, unless of course they’re 
smarter than we give them credit 
for.
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8) Technical Specifications:
- Frequency Range: .5 - 14.1 Hz;

- Wave Form: pulsed DC square wave, 50% duty cycle;

- Amplitude: 100% amplitude = 650+ Gauss at surface of 
sleep-configured magnet core; 

- 800 Gauss w/ addition of Cross-Polarizing Ring attachment

Do not operate controller at greater than 12 volts DC input or 
wave-form will decompose doing more harm than good. 



Appendix II: TROUBLE SHOOTING
1) Sleeping Worse:
Immediately sleeping worse is a sure sign of agitation, see AGITA-
TION section at end of Quick-Start guide. 

2) Sleeping Same as Before EarthPulse: 
If sleep stays the same, the first thing you should check is that the 
electromagnet is generating a pulsed field. Be sure blue-diode is 
blinking on controller and core is installed into base plate. Refer to 
photo below. 

Remember, you must have the EDGE of the ring suspended 1/4-1/2 
inch (1-2 cm) above the center of the core as pictured to be able to 
feel the pulse. If no pulse is felt, unplug the magnet and re-plug firm-
ly. Make sure to spin the jack while inserting into plug. 

Consistency is key to conditioning brain to ‘lock-onto’ the signal, 
so sticking with same MODE until it begins to work is worth the ef-
fort. We’ve seen two women go 10 weeks before the brain began to 
lock on. Skipping from one program to another over the course of 
a month or two is not the best way to get the brain to lock onto the 
signal. Moving the magnet around and trying more or less amplitude  
with the same mode is the far-better approach.

Testing magnet output
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3) Dull Headache Upon Waking:
Dull headaches upon waking are a common issue during acclima-
tion. Dull headache is pressure caused by dilated capillaries and 
more blood in the brain than used to. Headache can also be related 
to detox. Move coil down to under lower back or hips (under mat-
tress); if problem persists move coil to under hips or knees; and try 
lowering amplitude. Move back toward head 6-12 inches per week.
 

4) Sleeping Better then Deteriorates:
Sleeping better in the first several weeks then deteriorating is a hall-
mark of being hyperthyroid. If you experience this and you are not 
on thyroid medication or a “natural” thyroid supplement, then try low-
ering or raising amplitude or alternative magnet placements below.

5) Still Waking at Night for Toilet:
Move electromagnet under mattress aligned for hips until issue 
abates. We’ve had 96 year old retired doctor go from 5 times a night 
to 1 time per night in a few months. If it worked for him, it’ll work for 
you. Works almost as well for women as for men. Most will go from 
2-3 times per night to zero in first 90 days if using this position from 
day-1.

BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS: 

6) Alternative Magnet Positions:
Try fixing coil on side of pillow with a band of tape around pillow to 
hold it firmly (tape to tape for a few inches) so field is pointing hor-
izontally. Place pillow at foot of bed under top sheet and aim core 
toward soles of feet, resting most comfortable foot against magnet 
using either foot depending on body sleeping position. This is sur-
prisingly effective though farthest from the head. 

Try from between headboard (or wall) and the mattress behind your 
pillow, pointing horizontally toward crown of head, with pillow / head 
at varying distances from it.
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From under the pillow (you’ve probably tried this already) with both 
core/base installed; then just the black air-core coil with no metal 
parts (“N”s facing up toward head). Sometimes the weaker field is 
better. Try higher or lower amplitude settings using both coil config-
urations. 

The coil can be positioned against the side of neck when sleeping on 
the side or on stomach. In this position it is very close to the vegus 
nerve / jugular vein and seems to deliver the field to the brain differ-
ently than from under the pillow.  Authors favorite fall back position 
on those rare nights where he’s got trouble falling asleep is magnet 
pressing right against jugular, lying on stomach with head turned to 

7) Magnet Hot:
Magnet gets hot when run in bedding at 100% amplitude. 12 hour 
run-time under down pillow on typical cotton bed-sheet at 100% am-
plitude yields 120F/49C running at 12 volts input.  Don’t be startled 
by the heat if touching it if running under bedding for full run-time.  
Trapped up against the body during long local applications, the body 
acts as a heat-sink so magnet never gets uncomfortably warm and 
works synergistically with  PEMF.  Perfect temperature for applying 
local heat. A cotton athletic sock will shield some of the heat from 
body where one finds the heat uncomfortable. 

8) Trying Unsuccessfully to Sleep in RECOVER-MODE: 
Try RECOVER for power-naps during the day particularly from under 
pillow with or without metal parts as per your personal taste. Exper-
iment with more or less amplitude to see what is  more effective. 
Sometimes you have to condition the brain to sleep with RECOVER 
during times when the body requires or wants sleep (when body just 
quits and nap is required). So if you’re exhausted try RECOVER 
through a pillow to see if you lose consciousness and if you can do 
this more and more consistently. THEN and only then should you 
sacrifice better sleep for trying to sleep in RECOVER during the 
night. This technique will help you condition the brain so that RE-
COVER will help induce sleep.
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9) Pain Increases With Use:
Sometimes pain will increase due to EarthPulse™ use and this we 
believe is due to regenerated nerve tissue. Nerve tissue will com-
pensate for constant pain signaling by reducing their transmission. 
As part of the healing response, these nerves will begin sending the 
pain signals more efficiently. Not always but sometimes. Try your 
best to work through it. 
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11) Power Supply Issues:

Power supply always shows red-diode when plugged into active 
power source. However, lighted diode not always ensures power is 
being supplied to controller if tip or jack has gone bad. Never operate 
controller at more than 12 volts or waveform WILL disintegrate. 

Power supply specs: 
 input: 100-240 volts AC
 output: 12 volts DC 
Jack specs:

        (-) external diameter - 5.5mm 
        (+) internal diameter - 2.1mm

This multi-voltage power supply from RadioShack makes an ex-
cellent replacement for our stock power supply. RadioShack “M” tip 
adapter with center pin positive (+). Or  EU Amazon replacement. 

10) RBH Test Results:
RBH test helps us determine how body is reacting to the Earth-
Pulse™ field. When sleep results are bad or worse, we will ask you 
how your RBH has progressed since your base-line one. In the rare 
occurrence where RBH actually goes down, EarthPulse use should 
be discontinued and tech support contacted immediately to arrange 
return. 

BACK TO TABLE OF CONTENTS: 

http://www.radioshack.com/product/index.jsp?productId=3875403#
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If RED diode on POWER-SUPPLY is not lit,
 •  check that wall outlet or power strip is turned on
 If no power on EarthPulse™ CONTROLLER;
 •  be sure red  LED on power supply is lit
 • check connection between POWER-SUPPLY and CON-
TROLLER by unplugging and replugging then On/Off button to at-
tempt power on again
 •  when plugging in power supply you should see LCD screen 
light momentarily if power supply is delivering sufficient voltage.

If controller screen characters become jumbled, are missing or very 
light, power off 5 sec. and power on again. If this problem becomes 
persistent please accept our apologies and email for service.
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If any of suggestions above fail to resolve issue please email tech-
support for repair or replacement instructions. 

Sleep-well, live long and prosper. 
©2014 Sleep Tech, Ltd

Get Charged!
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